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Built Environment Forum Scotland (BEFS) is an umbrella body for organisations working in the built 
environment in Scotland. Drawing on extensive expertise in a membership-led forum, BEFS informs, debates 
and advocates on the strategic issues, opportunities and challenges facing Scotland’s historic and 
contemporary built environment. BEFS is a member of the Climate Heritage Network steering group.  

BEFS Statement: 

In forming this response BEFS received detailed views from Members both in writing and through discussion 
at the recent Historic Environment Working Group (HEWG). 

BEFS welcomes this consultation on the Grants Refresh and broadly supports the proposed grant 
programmes and Grants Priorities outlined in the consultation document, with some caveats explored in 
more detail through question responses.  
 
BEFS notes that the consultation shows evidence of joined-up thinking regarding HES’ role as funder in 
relation to other funding bodies and across national outcomes. This collaborative approach is to be 
supported.  

 
Responses to Consultation Questions: 

6.Do you feel that the scope of our new Grants Priorities is relevant and appropriately targeted for historic 
environment projects? 
 

• AGREE 
 
BEFS is in general agreement that the new Grants Priorities reflect the scale and diversity of historic 
environment projects. In reviewing the Grants Priorities, BEFS considers the importance of recognising 
complementary priorities for the sector whilst avoiding duplication with other funding bodies where 
possible.  
 
BEFS is of the opinion that Grants Priority 3 is a key priority to ensure and enable regular repair and 
maintenance of the built environment which in turn contributes to wellbeing, environmental and economic 
sustainability; understanding of place, identity and sustainable places; and delivering towards meeting 
Scotland’s ambitious carbon targets.  
These vital issues are generally felt to be captured by the Grants Priorities as outlined in the review 
document.  
 
Page 8 of the consultation document outlines the priority for projects to demonstrate interpretation and 
community/placemaking; on page 9 it is stated that fabric repairs and consolidation will also be prioritised. 
Both priorities are welcome, however it raises a potential conflict between competing demands and BEFS 
would encourage further clarity on how these can align. Further, the importance of striking a balance was 
felt to be key - in particular regarding proportionality - balancing the level of community engagement that 
can be achieved, relating to capacity and resources of the applicant when applying for interim or essential 
fabric repairs.  

BEFS agrees with prioritising place-based investment strategies but would welcome these to be more clearly 
defined in heritage terms, articulating where heritage sits within wider funding strategies and national 
outcomes.  
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Q.7 - To what extent do you support what is being proposed under Historic Environment Grants (the Open 
Programme)? 
 

• SUPPORT  
 
BEFS broadly supports what is being proposed under Historic Environment Grants (Open Programme). 
 
Members note that HES is seen as having clear remit for funding fabric and grant aided repairs – the 
proposed ‘Interim repairs’ to ‘at risk’ heritage assets are a welcome addition. 
 
BEFS welcomes refence to deliverability, sustainability and value for money and is keen to see this reflected 
in ensuring that the sector receives support for the long term - such as Building Preservation Trusts, City 
Heritage Trusts - to enable organisations to be resilient and deliver wider benefit. The new Partnership Fund 
would seem to cover this; BEFS supports this, but more information would be welcome. 
 
BEFS notes that whilst covering all aspects of the historic environment, the review paper could be read to 
have a prominent focus on buildings (as historic environment assets) and suggests that greater reference to 
archaeology, historic gardens (designed landscapes are mentioned), battlefields, and cultural landscapes 
could help encourage a wider range of bids.  
 
Also of note is that the most recent data on awards for 2019/20 suggests that while a good number of lower 
value applications are made, the bulk of the awards go to larger projects. This implies that projects need to 
be of a substantial value to be feasible. 
 
 
Q.8 Do you feel that the three different tiers of funding proposed under Historic Environment Grants (the 
Open Programme) are set at the right levels? 
  

• NO STRONG OPINION 
 
BEFS Member views represent the varied requirements of both funders and applicants. There is some 
difference of opinion, with some support but also some concerns as the efficacy of the proposed tiers, 
captured below: 

• Question of whether the £100,000 threshold is too low  
• Question as to whether the number of applications per year should be changed for larger grants and 

if so, should the small grants band should be increased (for example small grants between £25,000 - 
£200,000 and the large grants band be above £200,000) 

• There scale and difference between a £200,000 project and a £1 million project should be noted and 
could present challenges to the assessment and the decision-making process   

 
Members are keen for the decision-making processes to be transparent to the public, potential grantees and 
their professional teams. 
 
 
Q.9 - What do you think about the new application and decision timeframes being proposed under Historic 
Environment Grants (the Open Programme)? 
 

• TOO LONG 
 
BEFS welcomes the increased flexibility and the option for grants to be submitted throughout the year. In 
particular, the proposed Express Grants are viewed to be a very positive addition.  
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As such, the revised timeframes are generally considered to be positive, although further clarity as these 
develop will be appreciated.  
 
Large Grants: In considering the urgency of some applications, concerns around the regularity of deadlines 
were raised, with twice yearly application deadlines not considered sufficient for large grants, with the 
potential for lengthy decision-making timeframes to contribute adversely to the deterioration of assets 
already at risk. Further to this, there is a risk that applicants may miss a deadline and so potentially lose 
other secured funding. On balance, members considered that three applications per year for the ‘large 
grants’ should continue. 
 
 
Q.10 - To what extent do you support the scope of the draft eligible costs for Historic Environment Grants 
(Open Programme)? 
 

• SUPPORT 

BEFS generally supports the scope of the draft eligible costs and the Open Programme, and in particular 
welcomes the addition of ‘Interim repair of at-risk heritage assets’ and ‘Funded maintenance plans for grant 
aided work’.  

BEFS recognises that HES grants have previously funded works to historic buildings because of their age and 
significance, special architectural and historic interest, and are outstanding or major examples of a particular 
period, style or building type. It is felt that this has been, and should continue to be, an important aspect of 
HES grants and clearly expressed within the final review.  
 
There is however some concern that HES grants could move away from building repair and supporting the 
use of traditional skills and the use of traditional materials outwith CARS or City Heritage Trust boundaries. It 
is felt that financial support for repairs should be made explicit to encourage applicants not already part of 
these schemes. Further, careful consideration around the balance of larger scale retrofit activities and the 
impact this could have the extent of repairs that will be carried out is urged. 
 
BEFS agrees with the principle of a “place-based investment strategy” but would welcome more explanation 
and interrogation of what this means alongside consideration of the relationship between the historic 
asset/project being supported alongside and a wider programme of heritage-led regeneration. 
 
Q11 - Do you have any comments or feedback on any of the other programmes included in the HES Grants 
Framework (Partnership Fund, CARS and City Heritage Trusts)? N.B. We have already undertaken external 
consultation on the CARS programme, but further feedback from anyone who did not take part in this 
consultation is welcome. 

Conservation Area Regeneration Schemes (CARS): BEFS notes the previous public consultation on the CARS 
programme. Further to this and in consideration of its relevance to this consultation BEFS would note the 
following: 

• Two stage process, similar to Townscape Heritage Initiatives, may be useful  
• Grants review documents refers to conservation accreditation and requirements – but in CARS there 

is no requirement for formal qualifications  
• Maintenance – has always been a requirement, this could benefit from being formalised  
• Grant for maintenance needed 
• Shortage of skilled tradespeople. Mapping the local resources and skills within conservation sector 

could enable essential work to be carried out with the appropriate skills  
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Q16 - Do you have any more comments/ feedback on the Draft HES Grants Framework? 
 
BEFS considers that the “flexibility in grant conditions for third parties” mentioned in the draft review is 
needed, and particularly important with multiple ownership sites.  Further to this, it is felt that funding to 
support meanwhile uses would be extremely helpful, such as grants to carry out quick and minor repairs to 
make buildings safe or usable for temporary or exploratory uses. 
 
Recognising the importance of repair and maintenance to Scotland’s existing built environment it is 
considered that grants and funding supporting this should be encouraged in line with the work currently 
being undertaken across the wider sector, to remove barriers and to encourage homeowners to maintain 
their properties.  
In addition, more information over the eligible ‘New-build work’ would be helpful, clarifying which new build 
works could be supported. 
 
BEFS notes the success of the National Heritage Memorial Fund Listed Places of Worship Roof Repair Fund 
Evaluation – Final Report April 2017.   
 

 

  
BEFS responses to a number of Consultations in relation to the Built Environment can be found at: 
https://www.befs.org.uk/resources/consultations/ 
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